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ON FREE GROUP GENERATED BY TWO HEISENBERG
TRANSLATIONS
SAGAR B. KALANE AND DEVENDRA TIWARI
Abstract. In this paper, we will discuss the groups generated by two Heisenberg
translations of PSp(2, 1) and determine when they are free. This result is a by
product of improvement of a result given in [XWY13] by Xie, Wang, Jiang in Canad.
Math. Bull. 56(2013), 881 − 889.
1. Introduction
A subgroup of Fuchsian or Kleinian groups generated by two elements was studied by
many authors. An interesting question is to explore the conditions for two elements in
Fuchsian groups or Kleinian groups to generate discrete free group. In [AK69], Knapp
found necessary and sufficient conditions for two elliptic transformations to generate
a discontinuous subgroup of PSL(2,R), the group of linear fractional transformations.
Lyndon and Ullman [LU68] gave conditions for two hyperbolic transformations whose
fixed points separate each other to generate a discrete free group o rank 2. In general,
Purzitsky [NP92] found necessary and sufficient conditions for the subgroups generated
by any pair A,B ∈ PSL(2,R) to be discrete free product of cyclic groups 〈A〉 and 〈B〉.
In particular, it is a classical problem that when a subgroupG of PSL(2,C) generated
by two non-commuting, parabolic, linear fractional transformations
A =
(
1 µ
0 1
)
, B =
(
1 0
µ 1
)
is free. As easily seen, the elements A,B can also be simultaneously transformed
into the forms
A =
(
1 2
0 1
)
, B =
(
1 0
λ 1
)
.
The problem then becomes to find the set of complex numbers µ or λ such that
the corresponding group G is free. It is a well-known result of Sanov [LN47] that G
is free when λ = 2. Brenner [JL55] showed that G is free provided |µ| ≥ 2. This
is equivalent to the condition |λ| ≥ 2. By using a variant of the Klein combination
theorem, Chang, Jennings, and Ree [CJR58] improved this to the weaker condition
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that all of |λ|.|λ − 1|, |λ + 1| are at least 1. By a more detailed analysis, Lyndon and
Ullman [LU69] showed that the exterior of an “eye” formed by the circle |z| = 1 and
two of its tangents from the point ±2 consist entirely of free points.
In [XJ10], the group 〈f, g〉 generated by two elliptic elements f and g in PU(2, 1)
has been studied and authors have given a condition to guarantee that the group 〈f, g〉
is discrete, non-elementary, and isomorphic to the free product 〈f〉 ∗ 〈g〉. In [XWY13]
groups generated by two non-commuting parabolic transformations of PU(2, 1) have
been studied and authors have given conditions to determine when they are free.
In this paper, the principal problem we will discuss is about the groups generated
by two Heisenberg translation of PSp(2, 1) and determine when they are free. The
pattern of our result are very similar to the analogous results in real and complex
hyperbolic space.
Theorem 1.1. [XWY13] Suppose the subgroup G ⊂ PU(2, 1) is generated by
Ao =

1 0 ti0 1 0
0 0 1

 , Bo =

1 0 00 1 0
ti 0 1

 ,
If |t| ≥ 2, then G is free.
We obtained following corollary of the above theorem for the vertical Heisenberg
translation.
Corollary 1.1. Suppose the subgroup G ⊂ PSp(2, 1) is generated by
A =

1 0 τ0 1 0
0 0 1

 , B =

1 0 00 1 0
τ 0 1

 ,
where τ is purely imaginary quaternion i.e. τ = t1i + t2j + t3k. If |τ | ≥ 2, then G is
free.
Proof. A and B can be simultaneously conjugated to Ao and Bo respectively by the
conjugation element: C = diag(α, 1, α), where ατα−1 = ti. Here α is unit quaternion
and t = |τ | =
√
t21 + t
2
2 + t
2
3. Now the result follows from Theorem 1.1. We get that,
if |τ | ≥ 2, then G is free. 
Next we have improved the result proved in [XWY13], for the general Heisenberg
translation, which we state now:
Theorem 1.2. Suppose the subgroup G ⊂ PU(2, 1) is generated by
A =

1 2
√
2 −4
0 1 −2√2
0 0 1

 , B =

 1 0 02√2µ 1 0
−4|µ|2 −2√2µ¯ 1


where µ ∈ C. If √
3
128
≤ |µ| or |µ| ≤
√
128
3
(Reµ),
then G is freely generated by A and B.
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As an immediate corollary, we have following result in case of PSp(2, 1),
Corollary 1.2. Suppose the subgroup G ⊂ PSp(2, 1) is generated by
A =

1 2
√
2 −4
0 1 −2√2
0 0 1

 , B =

 1 0 02√2µ 1 0
−4|µ|2 −2√2µ∗ 1


where µ ∈ H. If
√
3
128
≤ |µ| or |µ| ≤
√
128
3
(Reµ),
then G is freely generated by A and B.
After discussing some background material in Section 2, we prove Theorem 1.2 and
Corollary 1.2 in the Section 3.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. The Quaternions. Let H denote the division ring of quaternions. Any q ∈ H can
be uniquely written as q = r0+r1i+r2j+r3k, where r0, r1, r2, r3 ∈ R, and i, j, k satisfy
relations: i2 = j2 = k2 = ijk = −1. The real number r0 is called the real part of q and
we denote it by ℜ(q). The imaginary part of q is ℑ(q) = r1i+r2j+r3k. The conjugate
of q is defined as q = r0 − r1i− r2j − r3k. The norm of q is |q| =
√
r20 + r
2
1 + r
2
2 + r
2
3.
2.2. Hyperbolic Space. Let K = C or H and suppose V = K2,1 be the 3 dimensional
right vector over K equipped with the Hermitian form of signature (2, 1) given by
〈z,w〉 = w∗Hz = w¯3z1 + w¯2z2 + w¯1z3,
where ∗ denotes conjugate transpose. The matrix of the Hermitian form is given by
H =

 0 0 10 1 0
1 0 0

 .
We consider the following subspaces of K2,1 :
V− = {z ∈ K2,1 : 〈z, z〉 < 0}, V+ = {z ∈ K2,1 : 〈z, z〉 > 0},
V0 = {z − {0} ∈ K2,1 : 〈z, z〉 = 0}.
A vector z in K2,1 is called positive, negative or null depending on whether z belongs
to V+, V− or V0. There are two distinguished points in V0 which we denote by o and
∞, given by
o =

 00
1

 , ∞ =

 10
0

 .
Let P : K2,1 − {0} −→ KP2 be the right projection onto the respective projective
space. Image of a vector z will be denoted by z. The respective K-hyperbolic space
H2
K
is defined to be PV−. The ideal boundary of H2K is ∂H
2
K
= PV0. It is clear that
∞ ∈ ∂H2
K
. We mention that g ∈ U(2, 1) acts on H2
K
∪ ∂H2
K
as g(z) = PgP−1(z). For
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a point z =
[
z1 z2 z3
]T ∈ V− ∪ V0, projective coordinates are given by (w1, w2),
where wi = ziz
−1
3 for i = 1, 2. In projective coordinates we have
H2K = {(w1,w2) ∈ K2 : 2ℜ(w1) + |w2|2 < 0},
∂H2K = PV0 −∞ = {(w1,w2) ∈ K2 : 2ℜ(w1) + |w2|2 = 0}.
This is the Siegel domain model of H2
K
. Similarly one can define the ball model by
replacing H with a equivalent Hermitian form given by the diagonal matrix having
one diagonal entry −1 and all other diagonal entries 1. We shall mostly use the Siegel
domain model here. For more details we refer to [CG74].
Given a point z of H2
K
∪ ∂H2
K
− {∞} ⊂ KP2 we may lift z = (z1, z2) to a point z in
V0∪V−, called the standard lift of z. It is represented in non-homogeneous coordinates
by
z =

z1z2
1

 , z1 + z¯1 + |z2|2 = 0.
A finite point z lies in the boundary of the Siegel domain if its standard lift to K2,1.
We write ζ = z2√
2
∈ K, and this condition becomes 2ℜ(z1) = −2|ζ|2. Hence we may
write z1 = −|ζ|2 + v for v ∈ ℑ(K).
z =

−|ζ|
2 + v√
2ζ
1


The finite points in the boundary of H2
K
naturally carry the structure of the gener-
alised Heisenberg group N2, which is defined to be N2 = K × ℑ(K), with the group
law
(1) (ζ1, v1)(ζ2, v2) = (ζ1 + ζ2, v1 + v2 + 2ℑ(ζ∗2ζ1)).
2.3. Heisenberg Translation. The Heisenberg group acts on itself by Heisenberg
translation. For (ζ0, v0) ∈ N2, this is given by
T (ζ0, v0) : (ζ, v) 7→ (ζ0 + ζ, v + v0 + 2ℑ(ζ∗ζ0) = ((ζ0, v0)(ζ, v))
Heisenberg translation is one type of parabolic element fixing∞, as a matrix T(ζ0,v0)
is given by
(2) T(ζ0,v0) =

 1 −
√
2ζ∗0 −|ζ0|2 + v
0 1
√
2ζ0
0 0 1

 .
When ζ0 = 0, T(ζ0,v0) is called the vertical translation; Otherwise, T(ζ0,v0) is called the
non-vertical translation.
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3. General Heisenberg Translation
In this section, we improve the results of [XWY13] for general Heisenberg transla-
tions in PU(2, 1). Before proving the main theorem, we state some lemmas used in our
proof of the theorem. By a classical theorem of Kurosh the subgroup of a free product
group have a particularly simple structure as described in the following lemma:
Lemma 3.1. (Kurosh Subgroup Theorem) Let G = ∗i∈IFi be the free product of a
collection of group Fi. If H is a subgroup of G, then H decomposes as a free product
of the form
H = F ∗ (∗i∈I(∗j∈J(i)A ∩ ujFiu−1j )),
where F is a free group. That is, H is the free product of a free group and of various
subgroups that are the intersections of H with conjugates of the Fi.
Applying the Kurosh subgroup theorem to the free product of infinite cyclic groups
implies that subgroups of free groups are free. We present here a special case:
Lemma 3.2. Let G = 〈a, b, c : a2 = b2 = c2 = 1〉 and H = 〈ab, bc〉. If G = 〈a〉∗〈b〉∗〈c〉,
then H is free.
Let (p1, p2, p3) be a triple of distinct points in ∂H
2
C
. The points p1, p2, p3 determine
complex geodesics C1, C2, C3 that are fixed by the inversions i1, i2, i3 respectively. For
p = (p1, p2, p3), Cartan angular invariant is defined by
A(p) = A((p0, p1, p2)) = arg (−〈p0,p1〉〈p1,p2〉〈p2,p0〉) ∈ [−pi
2
,
pi
2
]
Define,
ρA : Z/2 ∗ Z/2 ∗ Z/2→ PU(2, 1),
(a, b, c) 7→ (i1, i2, i3).
In this regard, we have a the result result by Schwartz, in[RS].
Lemma 3.3. Let i1, i2, i3 be as stated above. Then i1, i2, i3 generate a discrete group
if and only if |A| ≤ tan−1(
√
125
3 ). Furthermore, in this case, i1, i2, i3 freely generate
the free product 〈i1, 〉 ∗ 〈i2〉 ∗ 〈i3〉 of the three cyclic groups of order 2.
3.1. Proof of the Theorem 1.2.
Proof. Let A and B are given generators having fixed points of p0 = 0, p1 = ∞,
respectively. Choose p2 = (ζ, ν) be another point from ∂H
2
C
. We will determine the
coordinate of p2 such that
A = i0i2, B = i2i1.
Consider p = (p0, p1, p2) be a triple of points in (∂H
2
C
)3 and let C0 be the complex
geodesic spanned by p1 and p2, denote it by
−−→p1p2. Similarly let C1 = −−→p0p2 and C2 =−−→p0p1. Now coordinates of lifts of p0, p1, p2 into C2,1 as:
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p0 =

00
1

 , p1 =

10
0

 , p2 =

−|ζ|
2 + vi√
2ζ
1


and define the polar vectors corresponding to above geodesics as:
c0 =


√
2ζ¯
−1
0

 , c1 =


0
−|ζ|2−iν√
|ζ|4+|ν|2
−√2ζ¯√
|ζ|4+|ν|2

 , c2 =

01
0

 .
So, we can define complex geodesics as:
Cj = P({z ∈ C2,1|〈z, cj〉 = 0}),
for j = 0, 1, 2.
Thus the inversion around Cj is given by:
ij(Z) = −Z + 2〈Z, cj〉〈cj , cj〉 cj , j = 0, 1, 2
So the inversion generator in PU(2, 1) are
i0 =

−1 −2
√
2ζ¯ 4|ζ|2
0 1 −2√2ζ
0 0 −1

 i1 =


−1 0 0
2
√
2ζ(|ζ|2+iν)
|ζ|4+ν2 1 0
4|ζ|2
|ζ|4+ν2
−2√2ζ¯(−|ζ|2+iν)
|ζ|4+ν2 −1


and
i2 =

−1 0 00 1 0
0 0 −1


Comparing the entries of i0i2 with A, we get
2
√
2ζ = −2
√
2.
Therefore, we have ζ = −1.
Similarly comparing entries of i2i1 with B, we get
−4|ζ|2
|ζ|4 + ν2 = −4|µ|
2 , 2
√
2µ =
2
√
2ζ(|ζ|2 + iν)
|ζ|4 + ν2 .
So after putting ζ = −1, we have
µ =
−1− iν
1 + ν2
, |µ|2 = 1
1 + ν2
.
Now, we will calculate angular invariant A(p0, p1, p2), Since,
〈p˜0, p˜1〉 = 1, 〈p˜1, p˜2〉 = 1, 〈p˜2, p˜0〉 = −1 + iν.
we have,
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(3) A(p0, p1, p2) = arg(1− iν).
Lower Bound for |µ|: From equation (4), we have
tan(A(p)) =
Im(1− iν)
Re(1− iν) = −ν
Thus by lemma (3.3), we get that the group 〈i0, i1, i2〉 freely generates the free
product 〈i0〉 ∗ 〈i1〉 ∗ 〈i2〉 when
| tanA(p)| ≤
√
125
3
So we get that,
| − ν| = |ν| ≤
√
125
3
By Lemma (3.2), we get that 〈i0i2, i1i2〉 = 〈A,B〉 is free if
|ν|2 ≤ 125
3
Since,
|µ|2 = 1
1 + |ν|2
So we get that,
|ν|2 = −1 + 1|µ|2 ,
i.e.
|µ|2 ≥ 3
128
Thus we have, √
3
128
≤ |µ|.
Upper Bound for |µ|: From the above value µ, we have
1− iν = −µ¯|µ|2
A(p0, p1, p2) = arg
(−µ¯
|µ|2
)
So,
tan(A(p)) =
Im
(
−µ¯
|µ|2
)
Re
(
−µ¯
|µ|2
) = Im(µ)−Re(µ) .
Thus by lemma (3.3), we get that the group 〈i0, i1, i2〉 freely generates the free
product 〈i0〉 ∗ 〈i1〉 ∗ 〈i2〉 when
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| tan(A(p)|2 ≤ 125
3
.
Again by Lemma (3.2), we show that 〈i0i2, i1i2〉 = 〈A,B〉 is free if
|Im(µ)|2
| − Re(µ)|2 ≤
125
3
,
i.e.
|µ|2 − |Re(µ)|2
|Re(µ)|2 ≤
125
3
So we have,
|µ|2 ≤ 128
3
Re(µ)2.
That is,
|µ| ≤
√
128
3
(Reµ)

3.2. Proof of the Corollary 1.2.
Proof. We can write A = DA0D
−1 and B = DB0D−1, where D = diag(µ, µ, µ) for
µ ∈ Sp(1),
A0 = A, B0 =

 1 0 02√2τ 1 0
−4|τ |2 −2√2τ¯ 1


Here
τ = Re(µ) +
√
|µ|2 − (Re(µ)2 i
Now applying the theorem (1.2), we have if
3
128
≤ |τ |2 = |µ|2 or |τ |2 = |µ|2 ≤ 128
3
(Reµ)2
then 〈A0, B0〉 is free.
This implies that if √
3
128
≤ |µ| or |µ| ≤
√
128
3
(Reµ),
then G is freely generated by A and B.

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